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Norman Lewis (b. December 30, 1912 brooklyn, New York - died September 8, 2006 in Whittier, California) was an author, grammar, lexicographer, and etymologist. Lewis was a leading authority in English language skills, whose best-selling 30 days of more powerful wordsy published in Pocket Books in
1971 promised to teach readers how to make words their slaves into fi... (Expand All) Norman Lewis (b. December 30, 1912 brooklyn, New York - died September 8, 2006 in Whittier, California) was an author, grammar, lexicographer, and etymologist. Lewis was a leading authority on English skills,
whose best-selling 30 days of the more powerful Wordy was made public by Pocket Books in 1971 and promised to teach readers how to make words of yours within fifteen minutes of a day. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates This work is licensed under a knowledge-sharing signature - for
non-commercial use - and is prohibited under the 4.0 International License Agreement. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License. In 2012, while learning Word Power Made Easy, he shared the book's vocabulary notes on the
cramped, it's been more than five years since many friends left messages wanting more refined notes and mind maps, but it was delayed due to busy work. On a recent visit to Github, I suddenly found an interesting JS library: jsmind. Thinking that it might be fun to make an online mind map station, I
rearranged the book's dictionary notes so, and used a jsmind map for each section and hosted it/WordPowerMadeEasy, a set of static pages based on the Github page. Notes and code are open source based on CC-BY-NC-ND releases, and if you have anything you want to add, welcome to the fork.
Well, you might not know what kind of book Word Power Made Easy is. The creator of the WPME and Merriam-Webster dictionary has long been regarded as two books of God for learning the English vocabulary - perfect for Students in English-speaking countries and us who learn English. In the case of
WPME, the author describes in this book what he sees as a very effective method of vocabulary learning - learning the vocabulary by learning new knowledge. So he summed up the twelve-chapter dictionary, which contains ten key words, different areas and different types of knowledge, which are
mostly unfamiliar to us and which refer not only to the vocabulary itself, but also to the use of the vocabulary on stage and outdoors. If you just stop there, the book is nothing special. First of all, according to the ten words of each chapter, the author greatly strengthens the book's vocabulary through the
root of many derived words. Perhaps learning these root attachments won't get you ten days to master the IELTS 8000 dictionary or seven days to get it done. The main meaning of becoming a word-meaning essay is that when you learn a word for a while, you seem to think that the word often appears in
life, in fact, because you didn't know it before, so its appearance doesn't attract your attention. By learning new words, we form a certain set of minds, like you are going to buy a Toyota, then it seems that the word Toyota in your life is starting to look crazy. What about the words before? You are
figuratively, and almost literally, blind themOK, maybe you can't wait to improve your vocabulary intuition or learn to root words, but I also talk about how to use the book effectively, which is the main attraction of this article. And these two things that I did for you, I hope you enjoy the text notes (in the
program link can not open, please copy to the browser) 2. Mind Map you can see a map of the thoughts of each section by visiting the link above from your computer. Mouse overhangs can display interpretations, and each node can be expanded. This map consists of notes, main structure: 1. Root1 :
value - word1 : value 1. Root1 : Value 2. Root2 : Value .... 2. Root2 : Value 3. Root3 : means ... Mouse suspension screen interpretation Expand the Node Sidebar Toggle Guide 3. Audio Resources (Password: kdcy) 2018-10-12 Update------------------------- Notes have been modified to static pages based
on vuepress, supporting search and a better reading experience. There are many friends who report that visiting the github page is slow, and I have reprinted it in my public number, which I can look for attention and then read. Are you always using the right word? Can you mark - and spell it -- Correctly?
Do you know how to avoid video expression? Do you speak grammatically, without Emery's mistakes? If the answer to any of these questions is NO, you must read Word Power Made Easy. Now carefully reviewed to remove outdated links and reflect the current idioms, it remains ... (Expand All) Are you
always using the right word? Can you mark - and spell it -- Correctly? Do you know how to avoid video expression? Do you speak grammatically, without Emery's mistakes? If the answer to any of these questions is NO, you must read Word Power Made Easy. Now carefully reviewed to remove outdated
references and reflect current idiamas, it remains the best and fastest way to make a better solution in English. Each section ends with a preview. Each section ends with a progressive check. Many tests will help you increase and maintain your knowledge. Word Power Made Easy works beyond ass
wordsy. It teaches ideas and as an integral part of the human development process. Norman Lewis (b.d. December 30, 1912 in Brooklyn, New York - - September 8, 2006 in Whittier, California) was an author, grammar, lexicographer, and etymologist. Lewis was a leading authority in English language
skills, whose best-selling 30 days of more powerful wordsy published in Pocket Books in 1971 promised to teach readers how to make words their slaves into fi... (Expand All) Norman Lewis (b. December 30, 1912 brooklyn, New York - died September 8, 2006 in Whittier, California) was an author,
grammar, lexicographer, and etymologist. Lewis was a leading authority on English skills, whose best-selling 30 days of the more powerful Wordy was made public by Pocket Books in 1971 and promised to teach readers how to make words of yours within fifteen minutes of a day. Without knowing for two
years, I'm sharing good things again! This time it's a good book for spitting blood, the same sacred book as a series of new concepts a few years ago, but this word power easy is a book of tools, and NCE is not of the same nature, can not be on the same day. First of all, due to the wind of freedom,
@Recapanda two users, you can go see, talk about the system of the structure of the book, how to read, how to write notes ... I do not repeat this post, so I say a few points at this point to see the post does not mention aspects, resolve all doubts, share your opinion. 1, key questions: Many large V,
college teachers were amly in this book. In fact, I and many friends, a few years ago heard their name buy this book, the result became several pages were gray, unable to read down. One of them is on the dictionary, you have to have a special eight vocabulary exercise. Since author Norman Lewis is,
after all, like Lin Yutang University, intellectuals, the words in the book are elegant and elegant, quotes, pom quotes. So there is no certain vocabulary you even have in its introduction, introduction, survey, explanation can not understand how to learn this book? Then there is the problem overcoming the
vocabulary: How do thousands of Latin and Greek roots remember? The roots form a word and there will appear an option, how to recognize? For example, the word piscis root means fish fish, morb - why does it relate to shapeform? Cyn- / canis means dog dog and so on, What should I do? This is the
Green Law! Piscis inside b /p/f/v can be interchangeable, h can naturally fall off, causing it to become fishy. Morb can be messed up into shape. Cyn - turned cani yuan aeiouy swap ... This is also needed to know! Of course, there is an understanding of root attachment. Everyone's sitting on the room
where you're stuck? After all, this book is not for Chinese students to learn English, it's a read in the United States, used to make their own talk into a supererior. For example, an American read this book against a great old rough: sleeping so many birds! After reading the book, he said: Wow started
crossing the sea! You will feel a good change in your Atmosphere. Atmosphere. For the word (carnival) allernia called Lent 40 days before Easter Easter, an Orthodox religious practice in which you can not eat meat and have no entertainment practice. So before Lent people were going to eat and drink,
and they used to say carne, vale! It means O! Body, farewell! Meat worship. So such a crowd peddling is called carnival. Also learned the roots of attaching, the second to understand the meaning of many English names, for example, the desperate housewife orson's ex-wife Alma can be translated into
heart, spirit (alma, soul); Amanda can be translated into little love (amor, love); Lucy can be translated into crystals, Luna is a small moon (luna, moon); Sofia means Hui Hui (Goddess of Wisdom); Vivian is ling, jump meaning (vivo, life); Ovid means an egg (ovi, egg-shaped); Polly means more (poly, a
lot); Bree means sweet (Bree, French dessert); Rex (rex, king) family head; Kelly means kelly, beautiful... Isn't it funny?3 Norman, the author of warm-hearted chicken soup, is like an amiable teacher, and after each spree goes a nagging sentence. For example, after the first chapper, he said that you
have to stick to your schedule oh! The amount of words you've learned in this section is already a dictionary that an adult has learned all year, and is it not a surprise? Attention! Learning support key is to make it a habit! Now you are starting to record your studio today! Date: Time: Chapter 2 after
Norman warms up and promotes: Self-discipline and perseverance are important oh, be sure to sit down for at least one session each day, and set time for the next continuation, each drop of learning is not in vain O, strengthened your mastery and understanding of the word. Norman also taught you how
to rise: We begin not with words, but with ideas. (My book is not just teaching words oh, I teach ideas, culture, patterns!) People with a great vocabulary must be very thoughtful people, vocabulary is just their tool for expressing ideas, dictionary - 1, idea in mind will also be - 1. Freud, for example, once
had an idea and then created a bunch of new words to make his idea clear to the world. edo, ego, id, superego, Edipo complex... Subconscious, me, Ben, super me, Edipo complex, etc. Your vocabulary reveals how well you know the world and your level of education. Your head vocabulary is not just a
bunch of letters, it's about helping you understand others, express yourself, and enrich the spiritual world. The author is bitter enough! When this book is finished, what will your conversation become, you know? Back home this word you despicable say, say residence; do not tell the wife, say helper; Don't
tell wommen, say fair sex; Don't tell the kids, tell the offspring ... Now on the market there are many teachers who open vocabulary lessons, I also heard fit to start, and very little context Analysis! For example, this book talks about latitude, the cliché is that we should learn lei feng good example, serve the
people, do not take a shot of the masses into the line of such latitudes; Bromide is better safe safe Sorry, better later than never this cliché, anodyma is all going to be fine, happiness waiting for us at another intersection, smile in the face of tomorrow's platitudes. There is an analysis of context and sample
sentences! that's great! Norman is a linguist, so I also mentioned the evolution and change of English over the decades, each chapter is devoted to small session grammar and spelling, I know that the original grammar rules depend not on grammar books, but on what your country's intellectuals say!
Correctly! Just like me. It was supposed to be against grammar rules, but Churchill later said in a speech to the nation: It's me, Winston Churchill. Since then, he has been correct... (It is understood that Churchill said this to the public to make the speech more reasonable) So you say with such a thing,
there are hers. Incorrect! Foreigners listen to you say they'll think you weren't in school, so how to say? You answered the phone and asked if it was Jane? You said Yes, it's her. The other side of the inner OS, have you graduated from primary school? You said Yes, it's her. The other OS doesn't pretend
you're going to die... So the author says it's best to avoid this context, just say Yes, please talk! By the way, if the country is illiterate too, do you want to kill the only intellectuals? For example, in our country boring actually read s ban, but mistakenly for too many people, the ban on sex dai is also fair ... 2,
review the problem, this book is very dry! All this heavy food! It's like eating pig intestines for breakfast and roasting dry goods at the waist! Solid goods! Although the section speaks only 10 words, but various variations of the extension, links, down section can learn 100 words, so make sure to make your
own comments, or a mind map, or a white card, otherwise indigestion will have fat liver can not continue to read down. White card can be done with software, can also be manual DIY, I map the demonstration, it's very important oh, make sure to draw a map of your mind! This experience is also my own
year of continuous self-study, when various teachers do not stop learning. This book can self-trance on self-teaching, can not self-study I offer with a guide teacher, of course there are many online dictionaries in the teachers market as far as I know the cost of the course is 5000 plus, toho please feel free.
Next I am going to wechat group open classes with you to learn together, interested in joining together. Under the Law of Attraction, during this period you need me, it attracts me, Thanksgiving meet, Thanksgiving at the same frequency. On the new concept in English that post, I will not start a class
because each article is too long, words, sentences, grammar, speech up to two hours, will be boring, and net class so many large teacher, I still count, but this word power easy is very suitable at the beginning of the class, the tutorial 5 words explain, learn a small story behind the root attaching, very



interesting, and at the moment there is no one on the market. Finally I wish you all a happy New Year! identification (two-dimensional code automatic identification) (two-dimensional code automatic identification)
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